
CHÂTEAU LA GURGUE
APPELLATION MARGAUX





TITRE DE LA PRÉSENTATION

§ OWNER : CLAIRE VILLARS-LURTON (2ND
GENERATION OF WOMAN AS THE OWNER OF THE
CHÂTEAU LA GURGUE)

§ IN THE HEART OF MARGAUX APPELLATION

§ 3 TIMES ORGANICALLY & BIODYNAMICALLY
CERTIFIED : AB, DEMETER & BIODYVIN



TITRE DE LA PRÉSENTATION

§ SIZE OF VINEYARD : 10 HECTARES

§ SOIL : DEEP GRAVELS AND SAND ON LIMESTONE
SUBSTRATE

§ GRAPE VARIETALS : 47% CABERNET SAUVIGNON,
48% MERLOT, 5% PETIT VERDOT

§ WINES : CHÂTEAU LA GURGUE



OWNING THEMOST BEAUTIFUL PLOTS OF THE MARGALAISE

REGION, CHÂTEAU LA GURGUE FIRST
BELONGED TO THE CLERGY, THE PRIORY OF THE PARISH OF
MARGAUX.

AT THAT TIME, THE MOST VALUABLE THINGS
BELONGED TO THE CHURCH.

LA GURGUE IS THEREFORE VERY
REPRESENTATIVE OF THE BEAUTY OF THE
MARGAUX TERROIRS. THE PROPERTY WILL THEN BE SOLD UNDER
THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

CHÂTEAU LA GURGUE



CHÂTEAU LA GURGUE
Château La Gurgue’s history is intertwined with that of the village of
Margaux. With a vineyard that contained some of the finest plots in the
Margaux region, Château La Gurgue originally belonged to the clergy at
the priory in the parish of Margaux.

At that time, the church was extremely wealthy. La Gurgue was a perfect
example of one of the beautiful terroirs in Margaux that it owned. The
property was then sold during the French Revolution. There followed a
struggle between mayors for the municipality of Margaux, with two
mayors becoming the successive proprietors of Château La Gurgue.

Jacques Merlaut bought Château La Gurgue in 1978 and entrusted it to
his only daughter, Bernadette, who found herself in charge of a property
that had been virtually abandoned despite its potential. Bernadette took
over the reins, renovating the winery and replanting the vineyard.

Château La Gurgue was subsequently entrusted to Bernadette's eldest
daughter, Claire. She continued her mother's work, revealing the
seductive yet sincere style of La Gurgue’s wine.

CHÂTEAU LA GURGUE



CHÂTEAU LA GURGUE

Jacques Merlaut acquired Château La Gurgue and
entrusted it to Bernadette. His only daughter, with whom
he had a deep bond and in whom he doubtless
recognized something of himself. This followed the hard
work undertaken by his protégée at Château Chasse-
Spleen. This property had experienced an extraordinary
ascension.

It is hard to imagine the perseverance and courage
required to take over the technical management of a
property whose team was wary of feminine leadership. At
that time, it was a popular belief that a woman entering
the winery could “turn the wine".



But Bernadette managed to free herself of this curse and imposed her vision of reproducing the
Château Chasse-Spleen success story at Château La Gurgue.

A simple vision, but a very ambitious one: the Château and its vineyard were in ruins in 1978.
Nevertheless, it was still ranked among the top Crus Bourgeois.

Bernadette updated the production techniques to restore the Château to the classification level to
which it belongs.
Approval finally came in 1988, after considerable efforts: 50 highly-qualified tasters assembled by
"L'Essai sur le style Margaux" selected it as one of the ten wines most characteristic of Margaux,
alongside eight of the appellation’s Grands Crus Classés.

However, Bernadette's work was to remain unfinished, following her tragic death in 1992. Claire, her
eldest daughter, took up the challenge of continuing her mother's work at Château La Gurgue. She also
inherited Château Ferrière (a Margaux third growth in the 1855 classification) and Château Haut-Bages
Libéral (a Pauillac fifth growth).



The history of Château La Gurgue’s vineyard is
above all a story of independence.
The plots surrounding it belong to the finest
properties in the Margaux appellation, including
Château Margaux itself, which had long coveted
Château La Gurgue’s vines.
The vineyard is thus of extremely high quality,
and its main threat was always being bought by
or losing its independence to the surrounding
great growths who wished to expand their
domains.
When the Merlaut family took over wine
production at Château Ferrière in 1992, having
waited four years for its wine-growing lease to
come to an end, the facilities were in a poor state.
The owners decided to equip the property with a
winery worthy of its rank as classified growth.

Château La Gurgue’s historic vineyard was
preserved, but it had to share its infrastructure
with its "big brother" Château Ferrière.

While Château La Gurgue may be in Château
Ferrière’s shadow, it has benefited from its
support and expertise in the winery and the
vineyard. Following Ferrière's example,
Château La Gurgue has converted its vineyard
to agroecology and obtained organic and
biodynamic certification.
These changes in vine-growing and
winemaking practices have made it possible to
reveal the quality of this property and the
beauty of the plots that make it up.



CHÂTEAU LA GURGUE

CONTRARY TO THE LACK OF 
ELEGANCE OF ITS NAME, 

THE WINE OF CHÂTEAU LA 
GURGUE IS SURPRISING BY ITS 
EXTREME SEDUCTION AND 
SMOOTHNESS.





CHÂTEAU LA GURGUE KEY POINTS

§ According to the Féret guide, the Château La Gurgue vineyard is located on the prettiest rump of
Margaux, whose locality name is Curton.

§ The plots constituting the vineyard of Château La Gurgue historically come from 3 Grands Crus
Classés (Malescot St Exupéry, Lascombes and Rauzan Gassies)

§ The wine of Château La Gurgue benefits from the infrastructure and know-how of the Château Ferrière
team, 3rd Grand Cru Classé from 1855.

§ The 2019 vintage was praised by the critic Roger Voss of The Wine Enthusiast: “the greatest revival of
the estate”.


